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Abstract: The concept of pitch shifting has many advantages in different domains. Particularly in producing voice

animated movies and cartoons, for enhancing the music systems, dubbing instruments it is very much needed. The

task of pitch shifting is achieved using phase vocoder algorithm. It is implemented on Xilinx Artix-7 (XC7a200T-

1SBG484C) FPGA. Results showed low latency and less power consumption which are suitable for real time

applications
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1. INTRODUCTION

Now days many things has become smarter. Few of them were automatic enquiry system, cartoon voice generation,

dubbing instrument in movies and few audio devices which makes music melodious. In each and every case

pitch shifting is the main backbone. Pitch is nothing but the frequency with which the vocal chords vibrate.

Since every person has almost a unique pitch, there exist different (unique) voices which are uncorrelated. If the

pitch of a speech signal is changed then the speaker of the speech can be changed, it means this appears like the

speech of some other speaker.

Pitch shifter is nothing but a device that is used for changing the pitch of the voice/speech signal. [1]. It is

also a type of digital audio effect which changes the pitch of music or sound without altering the speed [5]. By

scaling the frequencies with constant factor this can be done.

Many techniques in both time and frequency domain was developed and reported in the literature. Each

technique was further improved over the years to increase the quality of the result and to deal with various

artifacts [9], [10], [11]. Latency is one of the major issue in live systems where the voice is recorded, pitch

shifted and played back in real-time. High latencies of value 50ms is acceptable for melodic instruments such as

pipes or strings. But recent work has reported that latencies as low as 10ms is required for instruments with

sharp attacks like drums [12]. With higher latencies, the delay prevents the player from synchronizing with the

rest of the performance.
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The later part of the paper is divided as follows.

Methodologies and the algorithmic part is discussed in section II followed by its analysis and implementation

for real time applications in section III. Implementation results were discussed in section IV and draw the

conclusion in section V.

2. METHODOLOGIES

The simplest method for shifting pitch is playing back the audio signal at different sampling rates than it was

previously recorded. The duration of the audio signal will be halved if we double the play speed resulting in a

pitch shift along with change in duration of the signal. But if the signal is time stretched first and resampled at

higher speed then the pitch will be shifted, keeping the duration of the signal constant.

There are many more algorithms in time domain and frequency domain for doing this. In time domain,

there are SOLA (synchronous overlap and add) [3], [4], PSOLA (pitch synchronous overlap and add), sinusoidal

signal modeling [7], [8] are different algorithms that are generally used. In these algorithms pitch of the audio

signal is found using auto-correlation and then changed. But it fails if calculated pitch was wrong. In frequency

domain techniques generally phase vocoder [2], [6] and sinusoidal spectral modeling were used. Both domains

have their pros and cons. Time domain techniques were used for shorter duration audio signals and particularly

the audio should be from a single source. Frequency domain techniques shows best results in longer durations

and audio signal consisting of multiple sources. Phase vocoder algorithm [13] is used in this paper.

In this paper, pitch has been shifted in semitones. The relation between final frequency and initial frequency

with the semitone is mentioned in Eq. (1). Here semitones are denoted with ‘p’

( / 12)2 p

final initialf f  (1)

Phase vocoder has three stages which are explained below.

2.1. Analysis

Since the speech signal is of larger duration windowing is done to it means splitting the signal into frames. The

frames in initial signal are taken in such a way that they overlap 75% with the successive one. By changing the

Figure 1: Overview of phase vocoder algorithm and the stages involved
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overlap percent, we can time stretch or compress the signal. After windowing the spectrum of the signal changes

due to convolution of the signal with the window. Both Hanning and rectangular windows can be used. But the

energy in the side lobes of Hanning window is lesser than rectangular. And also, most of the energy is concentrated

at DC component like an impulse. But due to simplicity in implementation rectangular window is used in the

present work.

Now Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to the frame of N samples using the following equation.
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 In the above equation, x[n] is the speech signal, w[n] is Hanning window and (X
a
[k])

i
 represents the discrete

spectrum of the ith frame. For better resolution of the spectrum, 75% overlap of the window is taken. The number

of samples between two successive windows is referred to as the hop size (hop
a
) and is equal to 

4

N  for an overlapp

of 75%.

2.2. Processing

Phase coherence problem will be occurred while performing the FFT for each frame because the frequency

component in each frame of the speech signal varies. This problem is rectified using the phase information of

the bins in the frames. For example, consider two sine waves with two different frame lengths as shown in figure

3.

After applying N-point FFT for these frames then N-bins will be formed ranging from 0 to ( 1)N

sN
f

  with an

interval of sf

N
 with 

sf  as sampling frequency. Signal with frequency present between two bins will change the

spectrum and its energy will be spread over the nearby bins. The first sine wave has a frequency of  sf

N
 and falls

exactly on the first bin frequency. The second wave has a frequency slightly greater than the first bin frequency.

Figure 2: Spectrum of Rectangular and Hanning windows
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The phase difference between the two frames is referred to as the phase shift  ( [ ])a ik  wheree k is bin index

and i is frame index. Phase shift is used for finding true frequency of the bin. But the phase information calculated

using FFT is wrapped, it means ( [ ])a ik  lies between – and . The true frequency ( [ ])true ik  without wrapping

can be easily obtained from the phase shift ( [ ])a ik  and the time interval 
at  between two frames as given in

Eq. (3). The time interval 
at  is the hop sizee  

ahop  divided by the sampling rate frequency 
sf .

( [ ])
( [ ]) a i

true i

a

k
k

t
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First the frequency deviation from the bin is calculated and then wrapped. For obtaining the true frequency

of the component this value is added to the bin frequency within the frame. The variables 
1( [ ])a ik 
 and  ( [ ])a ik

stand for the phase of the previous frame and the current frame respectively. And, [ ]bin k  is bin frequency,,

( [ ])ik  means frequency deviation and ( [ ])
wrapped

k  is wrapped frequency deviation. Eq. (4), Eq. (5), and Eq.

(6), represent these variables.
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( [ ]) ( [ ]) [ ]true i wrapped bin ik k k     (6) 

By adding phase shift new frequency of each bin is calculated. This is done by multiplying the true frequency

with the time interval of the synthesis stage as givenn in Eq. (7).

1( [ ]) ( [ ]) ( [ ])s i s i true i sk k k t      (7) 

The new spectrum is calculated using Eq. (8).

( [ ]) ( [ ])s i a iX k X k           ( [ ]) ( )s i i sX k   (8) 

Figure 3: Sine waves with two different frame lengths
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2.3. Synthesis

Now the phase in frequency domain of current frame is known. Using these new values, Inverse Discrete

Fourier transform (IDFT) of the frame is calculated there by converting frame into time domain. Later

hanning window is applied to each frame for smoothing the signal using Eq. (9) the above mentioned are

calculated.
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Here q
i
[n] is the time domain signal of ith frame. Each frame is then overlap-added using the following

eequation.
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In the above equation m is for number of frames and u[n] is unit step function.

2.4. Resampling

The obtained signal is stretched or compressed in time without any change in pitch. Now this signal is resampled

to get back to the initial duration and shift the pitch.

3. ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION

We analyzed phase vocoder algorithm for pitch shifting by giving sine wave of fundamental frequency of 50Hz

as input, this is shown in fig4. Using Eq. (1) and taking f
in
 as 50Hz, with p value 4 for upshift of 4 semitones, f

out

is calculated as 64Hz, by taking p as -4 for downshift of 4 semitones gives f
out 

as 40Hz. The output results

implemented using MATLAB R2013a on intel Core i3-5010U CPU with latency of 12ms are shown in fig 5 and

fig 6. The same phase vocoder algorithm is synthesized using System Generator 2016.2, fig 7 and implemented

using Vivado 2016.2 fig 8.

Figure 4: Input signal
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Figure 5: Output signal with 4 semitones down pitch shift

Figure 6: Output signal with 4 semitones up pitch shift

Figure 7: IP Integration using system generator

4. RESULTS

The phase vocoder algorithm is implemented on Xilinx Artix-7  FPGA (XC7A200T-1SBG484C) using System

Generator 2016.2 and Vivado 2016.2 tools. The timing report, power report and hardware utilization are shown

below
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Figure 8: Schematic Diagram in Vivado

Figure 11: Power Summary

Figure 9: Utilization of Hardware

Figure 10: Timing Summary
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper implemented a dedicated hardware for novel low latency pitch shifter using phase vocoder algorithm.

Many audio signals were validated and with required explanation of its resistance to low latency constraint is

reported in the paper. In practical situations like live processing where the audio signal has to be captured,

processed and played back in real-time, low latency constraint of having value less than 10ms is satisfied. The

implementation on FPGA shows a latency of 8ms which is very low, so that a human ear can tolerate both the

original and transformed audio signals.
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